
Future Perfect Simple

Name: Result: Date: __/18  __/__/20__

___________________________ this for yourself?1. (you/discover/?)Will you have discovered

You _____________________ the public with three for one.2. (supply)will have supplied

We have received information that so many of our letters have been thrown
overboard that I fear you ______________________ so often from me as
both of us wish.

3.

(not/hear)

The fire __________________ this house before midnight.4. (take)

In six months we _______________ enough.5. (have)

Then she ____________________ to work.6. (learn)

A great many of these operations will be unsuccessful because the
experience of the operator _______________________ him what to do under
certain unusual conditions, or rather, what to do under any and all conditions.

7.

(not/teach)

Although this kind of work does not create, yet who will say that it
_____________________________ much if it shall prove to be the first step
that shall lead some student to devote his or her life to the sacred calling of
art?

8.

(not/accomplish)

There will be double the quantity of commodities annually produced in the
country, and therefore the wealth of the country will be doubled, but this
wealth __________________________ in value.

9.

(not/increase)

And if you do this, I and my sons _____________________ justice at
your hands.
10.

(receive)

We may fail, of course, but even so our effort _____________________
in vain.
11.

(not/be)

He __________________________ you the next time you come, and
each time he will cock his head and pretend to be shy, and gradually it will get
less and less.

12.

(not/forget)
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La Signora Gambara _______________________ her time if she has
gained the interest of a gentleman so generous as you appear to be.
13.

(not/waste)

You _____________________ me by then.14. (forget)

Your heart's desire ___________________ from you.15. (pass)

Meanwhile, you ____________________ for the race.16. (enter)

Suppose one of us reduces the other to impotence:
___________________________?
17.

(what/he/gain/?)

When I have done, the boy ___________________________ a single
idea out of all my pedantic display.
18.

(not/understand)

Never fail to read the advertisements of an American paper, or you
____________________ out of it all the fun it supplies.
19.

(not/get)

True it is the enemy is retreating; but the night is half spent, and it may be
that the last of the troops __________________________ much before
daylight.

20.

(not/go over)
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